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regions, a dummy wiring is provided. On the contrary, when 
the occupation rate of wiring is larger than in other regions, 
slits are formed in the wiring to control the wiring occupation 
rate. In the respective wirings layers, the shapes, sizes and 
intervals of wirings below the respective electrode pads are 
made similar or equal to one another. 
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SEMCONDUCTORDEVICE AND AMETHOD 
OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 10/633,583 filed Aug. 5, 2003. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002. This invention relates to a semiconductor device and 
also to a manufacturing technique thereof. More particularly, 
the invention relates to a semiconductor device having bump 
electrodes and also to a technique effective for application to 
the manufacturing technique thereof. 
0003. With multi-pin semiconductor devices such, for 
example, as LCD (liquid crystal display) drivers, a problem is 
involved in that the chip size increases with an increasing 
number of electrode pads. This is for the reason that the 
electrode pad for leading out an electrode of an integrated 
circuit within a semiconductor chip cannot be made Small in 
size in comparison with the size reduction of element and 
wiring in view of the securing practice for bonding strength, 
bonding accuracy and standards on the part of packaging 
semiconductor chips, so that the chip size is determined 
depending on the number and size of electrode pads. To avoid 
this, with the case of multi-pin semiconductor devices, a 
technique or system is now being adopted wherein electrode 
pads are arranged in a more inner region of a semiconductor 
chip where elements and wirings are arranged (i.e. an active 
region). 
0004. It will be noted that semiconductor devices having 
bump electrodes are disclosed, for example, in Japanese 
Patent No. 3022565. In this patent, a technique is disclosed 
wherein a dummy pattern is arranged below electrode pads. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0005 We have first found that the above-mentioned struc 
ture of the type wherein electrode pads are arranged in the 
active region has the following new problem. 
0006 More particularly, because elements and wirings are 
formed below electrode pads and thus, structures provided 
below electrode pads differ from one another, the heights of 
electrode pads within the main Surface of a semiconductor 
chip, i.e. the heights of bump electrodes bonded to the respec 
tive electrode pads, become non-uniform even if electrode 
pads are adjacent to each other or the bump thicknesses are 
made uniform. This eventually presents a problem that con 
nection failure occurs between the electrode pads of a semi 
conductor chip and corresponding wirings of a packaging 
body for the semiconductor chip. 
0007 An object of the invention is to provide a technique 
wherein the heights of a plurality of electrode pads within a 
main Surface of a semiconductor chip can be made uniform. 
0008. The above and other objects and novel features of 
the invention will become apparent from the following 
description with reference to the accompanying drawings. 
0009. A typical embodiment of the invention among those 
embodiments set forth in this application is briefly described 
below. 

0010. According to the invention, a semiconductor device 
is provided wherein underlying structures provided below a 
plurality of electrode pads arranged in a region of a main 
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Surface of a semiconductor chip where elements and wirings 
are arranged are made uniform. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0011 FIG. 1 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of wiring provided as an underlying layer of an 
electrode pad of a semiconductor device according to one 
embodiment of the invention; 
0012 FIG. 2 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of wiring, at the same layer as in FIG. 1, provided as 
an underlying layer of an electrode pad of the semiconductor 
device according to one embodiment of the invention; 
0013 FIG. 3 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of wiring, at the same layer as in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
provided as an underlying layer of an electrode pad of the 
semiconductor device according to one embodiment of the 
invention; 
0014 FIG. 4 is a sectional view, taken along line Y1-Y1 at 
the wiring of FIG. 1; 
(0015 FIG. 5 is a sectional view of the wiring of FIG. 2, 
taken along line Y2-Y2 at the wiring of FIG. 2; 
0016 FIG. 6 is a sectional view, taken along line Y3-Y3 at 
the wiring of FIG.3: 
0017 FIG. 7 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of wiring, at the same layer as in FIGS. 1 to 3. 
provided as an underlying layer of an electrode pad of the 
semiconductor device according to another embodiment of 
the invention; 
(0018 FIG. 8 is a sectional view, taken along lineY4-Y4 at 
the wiring of FIG. 7: 
0019 FIG. 9 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a wiring in an underlying layer of an electrode pad 
of a semiconductor device according to a further embodiment 
of the invention; 
0020 FIG. 10 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a wiring in an underlying layer, which is at the 
same layer level as in FIG. 9, of the electrode pad of the 
semiconductor device according to the further embodiment 
of the invention; 
0021 FIG. 11 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a wiring in an underlying layer, which is at the 
same layer level as in FIGS. 9 and 10, of the electrode pad of 
the semiconductor device according to the further embodi 
ment of the invention; 
(0022 FIG. 12 is a sectional view, taken along line Y5-Y5 
at the wiring of FIG.9; 
(0023 FIG. 13 is a sectional view, taken along line Y6-Y6 
at the wiring of FIG. 10; 
(0024 FIG. 14 is a sectional view, taken along line Y7-Y7 
at the wiring of FIG. 11 
0025 FIG. 15 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a wiring in an underlying layer of an electrode pad 
of a semiconductor device according to a still further embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0026 FIG. 16 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a wiring in an underlying layer of an electrode pad 
of a semiconductor device according to another embodiment 
of the invention; 
0027 FIG. 17 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a wiring in an underlying layer of an electrode pad 
of a semiconductor device according to yet another embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0028 FIG. 18 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a wiring in an underlying layer, which is the same 
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layer level as in FIG. 17, of the electrode pad of the semicon 
ductor device according to the yet another embodiment of the 
invention; 
0029 FIG. 19 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a wiring in an underlying layer, which is the same 
layer level as in FIGS. 17 and 18, of the electrode pad of the 
semiconductor device according to the yet another embodi 
ment of the invention; 
0030 FIG. 20 is an illustrative view showing the compari 
son between the technique checked by us (not improved) and 
the technique made according to one embodiment of the 
invention (i.e. an improved technique) with respect to the 
occupation rate of the underlying wirings within a pad region; 
0031 FIG. 21 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a semiconductor Substrate in an underlying layer 
of an electrode pad of a semiconductor device according to 
another embodiment of the invention; 
0032 FIG. 22 is a plan view of an essential part of an 
instance of a semiconductor Substrate in an underlying layer 
of an electrode pad, which is different from the electrode pad 
of FIG. 21, of the semiconductor device according to another 
embodiment of the invention; 
0033 FIG. 23 is a sectional view, taken along line Y8-Y8 
at the semiconductor substrate of FIG. 21; 
0034 FIG. 24 is a sectional view, taken along line Y9-Y9 
at the semiconductor substrate of FIG. 22. 
0035 FIG. 25 is a plan view showing, as a whole, an 
instance of a semiconductor chip constituting a semiconduc 
tor device according to the invention; 
0036 FIG. 26 is a plan view of an instance of a second 
layer wiring beneath an electrode pad of the semiconductor 
device according to another embodiment of the invention; 
0037 FIG. 27 is a plan view of an instance of a second 
layer wiring beneath an electrode pad, different from that of 
FIG. 26, of the semiconductor device embodying the inven 
tion; 
0038 FIG. 28 is a plan view of an instance of a second 
layer wiring beneath an electrode pad, different from those of 
FIGS. 26 and 27, of the semiconductor device embodying the 
invention; 
0039 FIG. 29 is a plan view of an instance of a second 
layer wiring beneath an electrode pad, different from those of 
FIGS. 26 to 28, of the semiconductor device embodying the 
invention; 
0040 FIG. 30 is a plan view of an instance of a second 
layer wiring beneath an electrode pad, different from those of 
FIGS. 26 to 29, of the semiconductor device embodying the 
invention; 
0041 FIG. 31 is a plan view of an instance of a second 
layer wiring beneath an electrode pad, different from those of 
FIGS. 26 to 30, of the semiconductor device embodying the 
invention; 
0042 FIG. 32 is a plan view of an instance of a first-layer 
wiring beneath the electrode pad, which is the same as shown 
in FIG. 26, of the semiconductor device embodying the inven 
tion; 
0043 FIG.33 is a plan view of an instance of a first-layer 
wiring beneath the electrode pad, which is the same as shown 
in FIG. 27, of the semiconductor device embodying the inven 
tion; 
0044 FIG. 34 is a plan view of an instance of a first-layer 
wiring beneath the electrode pad, which is the same as shown 
in FIG.28, of the semiconductor device embodying the inven 
tion; 
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0045 FIG. 35 is a plan view of an instance of a first-layer 
wiring beneath the electrode pad, which is the same as shown 
in FIG. 29, of the semiconductor device embodying the inven 
tion; 
0046 FIG. 36 is a plan view of an instance of a first-layer 
wiring beneath the electrode pad, which is the same as shown 
in FIG.30, of the semiconductor device embodying the inven 
tion; 
0047 FIG. 37 is a plan view of an instance of a first-layer 
wiring beneath the electrode pad, which is the same as shown 
in FIG.31, of the semiconductor device embodying the inven 
tion; 
0048 FIG. 38 is a plan view of an instance of a main 
Surface of a semiconductor Substrate in the underlying layer 
of the electrode pad, which is the same as shown in FIG. 26, 
of the semiconductor device embodying the invention; 
0049 FIG. 39 is a plan view of an instance of a main 
Surface of a semiconductor Substrate in the underlying layer 
of the electrode pad, which is the same as shown in FIG. 27. 
of the semiconductor device embodying the invention; 
0050 FIG. 40 is a plan view of an instance of a main 
Surface of a semiconductor Substrate in the underlying layer 
of the electrode pad, which is the same as shown in FIG. 28, 
of the semiconductor device embodying the invention; 
0051 FIG. 41 is a plan view of an instance of a main 
Surface of a semiconductor Substrate in the underlying layer 
of the electrode pad, which is the same as shown in FIG. 29. 
of the semiconductor device embodying the invention; 
0.052 FIG. 42 is a plan view of an instance of a main 
Surface of a semiconductor Substrate in the underlying layer 
of the electrode pad, which is the same as shown in FIG. 30. 
of the semiconductor device embodying the invention; 
0053 FIG. 43 is a plan view of an instance of a main 
Surface of a semiconductor Substrate in the underlying layer 
of the electrode pad, which is the same as shown in FIG. 31, 
of the semiconductor device embodying the invention; 
0054 FIG. 44 is a sectional view, taken along lines Y10 
Y10 of FIGS. 27, 33 and 39: 
0055 FIG. 45 is a sectional view, taken along lines Y11 
Y11 of FIGS. 29, 35 and 41; 
0056 FIG. 46 is an illustrative view showing wiring occu 
pation rates of the respective wiring layers provided beneath 
individual electrode pads of the semiconductor device shown 
in FIG. 25: 
0057 FIG. 47 is a histogram showing the occupation rate 
of the first-layer wiring of FIG. 46: 
0.058 FIG. 48 is a histogram showing the occupation rate 
of the second-layer wiring of FIG. 46: 
0059 FIG. 49 is a plan view of an essential part of a liquid 
crystal display; 
0060 FIG. 50 is a sectional view of the essential part of 
FIG.49; 
0061 FIG. 51 is an enlarged, sectional view of the essen 

tial part of FIG. 50: 
0062 FIG. 52 is an enlarged, sectional view of the essen 

tial part of FIG. 51: 
0063 FIG. 53 is a perspective view of an essential part of 
TCP according to another embodiment of the invention; 
0064 FIG. 54 is an enlarged, sectional view of the essen 

tial part at the inner lead side of TCP of FIG. 53; 
0065 FIG.55 is a sectional view of an essential part in a 
packaging state of TCP of FIG. 53 in a liquid crystal display; 
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0066 FIG. 56 is a sectional view of an essential part in a 
packaging state of a semiconductor device, embodying the 
invention, on a liquid crystal display with COF: 
0067 FIG.57 is a sectional view of TTF/BGA (CSP) of a 
fan-out type according to a further embodiment of the inven 
tion; 
0068 FIG. 58 is a plan view of TTF/BGA (CSP) of a 
fan-in type according to a still further embodiment of the 
invention; 
0069 FIG. 59 is a sectional view, taken along line X1-X1 
of FIG. 58; and 
0070 FIG. 60 is an enlarged, sectional view of an essential 
part of FIGS. 58 and 59. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0071 Although embodiments of the invention are illus 
trated by division into a plurality of sections or sub-embodi 
ments if expediently necessary, these are not mutually irrel 
evant to one another unless otherwise stated. More 
particularly, one may be in relation with modifications, 
details, Supplemental explanation and the like of part or all of 
others. In the following embodiments, where reference is 
made to the number and other parameters of elements (in 
cluding the number, numerical value, quantity, range and the 
like), they should not be cons trued as limiting to specified 
values or numbers, respectively, except the case where oth 
erwise specified or where limited to a specific value appar 
ently in principle. That is, those values Smaller than or larger 
than the respective specified values may also be within the 
Scope of the invention. Moreover, it is as a matter of course 
that constituent elements (including steps) in the following 
embodiments are not always essential except the case where 
otherwise specified or where such elements are considered to 
be apparently essential in principle. Likewise, if reference is 
made to the shape, position, relation and the like of the con 
stituent elements, then Substantially like or similar shapes and 
the like are also within the scope of the invention except the 
case where otherwise specified or where Such similar shapes 
should not be apparently included in principle. This is true of 
the above-indicated numbers and ranges. Throughout the 
drawings for illustrating the embodiments of the invention, 
like reference numerals indicate like parts or members having 
a similar function, which are not repeatedly explained after 
once having been illustrated. In the accompanying drawings 
for illustrating embodiments of the invention, Such drawings 
including plan views may be hatched in some case for easily 
viewable purposes. The embodiments of the invention are 
now described with reference to the accompanying drawings 

Embodiment 1 

0072. This embodiment deals with a semiconductor 
device having an active-on-pad arrangement wherein a plu 
rality of electrode pads (hereinafter referred to simply as pad 
or pads) are arranged in an active region having a semicon 
ductor chip element or wirings disposed therein. In this semi 
conductor device, the structures of underlying layers for the 
plurality of pads are made uniform. More particularly, the 
occupation rates of the underlying wirings (wiring occupa 
tion rates) for the pads arranged within the respective pad 
regions are made uniform for every wiring layer. To this end, 
firstly, a dummy wiring is provided at a region, in which the 
wiring occupation rate is Smaller than those wiring occupa 
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tion rates of other pad regions, which is taken from a plurality 
of pad regions having the same wiring layer. In contrast, a slit 
or slits are formed in a wiring in a region (i.e. in a region 
where part of a wiring is removed), which has a wiring occu 
pation rate larger than the wiring occupation rates of otherpad 
regions and is taken from the plurality of pad regions having 
the same wiring layer. Secondly, an active region is arranged 
at an underlying layer of all the pads of a semiconductor chip, 
i.e. pads for integrated circuit and dummy pads. 
0073. Initially, an arrangement of the dummy wiring is 
illustrated. FIGS. 1 to 3 are, respectively, a plan view showing 
an instance of an essential part of each of wirings MXa, MXb, 
MXc, MXd and MXe in a given wiring layer serving as an 
underlying layer of pads PD1 to PD3. FIGS. 4 to 6 are, 
respectively, sectional views, taken along lines Y1-Y1. 
Y2-Y2 and Y3-Y3 at the wirings MXa to MXe of FIGS. 1 to 
3. The pads PD1 to PD3 are, respectively, a portion at which 
a bump is bonded and are disposed at different positions of the 
active region of the same semiconductor chip. The pads PD1 
to PD3 are equal to one another with respect to the planar size 
and shape. The wirings MXa, MXb, MXc and MXd, respec 
tively, indicate a wiring for signal or power Supply which is 
necessary for constituting an integrated circuit of a semicon 
ductor chip, whereas the wiring MXe indicates a dummy 
wiring not necessary for the arrangement of the integrated 
circuit of the semiconductor chip. All the wirings MXa to 
MXe are formed on an insulating film ISaby patterning, for 
example, a metal film made mainly of aluminium or the like 
or a built-up conductor film made mainly of aluminium or the 
like and other type of conductor film (e.g. a built-up conduc 
tor film obtained by depositing a metal film made mainly, for 
example, of titanium (Ti), titanium nitride (TiN), aluminium 
or the like and a film of titanium nitride in this order) accord 
ing to photolithographic and etching techniques. The wirings 
are covered with an insulating film ISb. As is particularly 
shown in FIGS. 3 and 6, the dummy wiring MXe is arranged 
in a region which corresponds to the pad PD3 region and in 
which any wiring would not be otherwise arranged. In this 
way, the occupation rate of the underlying wiring within the 
pad PD3 region is so designed as to be equal to the occupation 
rates of the underlying wirings within the pads PD1 and PD2 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. This permits the upper levels of the 
insulating film ISb within the regions of the pads PD1 to PD3 
of FIGS. 1 to 3 to be uniform as is particularly shown in FIGS. 
4 to 6. Moreover, the upper portions of the underlying insu 
lating films ISb within the regions of the pads PD1 to PD3 can 
be improved with respect to the flatness thereof. 
0074 Although it is assumed that the dummy wiring MXe 

is provided as a wiring in a floating state which is not electri 
cally connected with any other wiring, the dummy wiring 
may beformed by extending part of a wiring necessary for the 
arrangement of an integrated circuit (i.e. the wiring MXd in 
this case) to a region where the arrangement of a dummy 
wiring is required. In this case, although the wiring perse is 
not a dummy wiring, a wiring portion extending, for achiev 
ing the purpose of this embodiment, to a region not inherently 
required for arrangement of wiring is taken as a dummy. 
FIGS. 7 and 8, respectively, show a modification of arrange 
ment of dummy wiring. FIG. 7 is a plan view showing an 
instance of an essential part of a wiring formed at the same 
layer level as the wirings shown in FIGS. 1 to 6, and FIG. 8 
shows a sectional view taken along line Y4-Y4 at the wiring 
of FIG. 7. A pad PD4 indicates a pad which is located in an 
active region of the semiconductor chip different from the 
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region where the pads PD1 to PD3 of FIGS. 1 to 3 are 
arranged, with its planar size and shape being same as those of 
the pads PD1 to PD3. Wirings MXfand MXg indicate wirings 
for signal or power Supply which are necessary for the con 
stitution of an integrated circuit of the semiconductor chip. 
Wiring MXh indicates a dummy wiring. In this connection, 
the occupation rates of the underlying wirings MXf and MXg 
within the region of the pad PDF are substantially same as 
those illustrated in FIGS. 1 to 3. From the standpoint that the 
occupation rates are made uniform, any dummy wiring is not 
required, and Such a dummy wiring is not arranged within a 
region of the pad PD4. In this case, the dummy wiring MXh 
is arranged in the vicinity of an outer periphery of the pad 
PD4. If this dummy wiring MXh is not provided, the insulat 
ing film ISb in the vicinity of the outer periphery of the pad 
PD4 is recessed at the upper surface thereof, thereby causing 
steps to occur. Because the flat area of a bump bonded with the 
pad PD4 is slightly larger than that of the pad PD4, the step at 
the upper surface of the insulating film ISb in the vicinity of 
the outer periphery of the pad PD4 is reflected on the upper 
surface of the bump electrode. As a result, the bump is 
impeded with flatness at the top thereof and may become, in 
Some case, lower in height than the tops of other bumps. To 
avoid this, the dummy wiring MXh is arranged in the vicinity 
of the outer periphery of the pad PD4, so that a step can be 
prevented from being formed at the upper surface of the 
insulating film ISb at the outer periphery of the pad PD4. 
thereby improving the flatness at the upper surface of the pad 
PD4 and thus ensuring the height of the pad PD4. In this way, 
the height at the top of the bump bonded with the pad PD4 can 
be madequal to the height at the top of other bumps. It will be 
noted that the bumps are, respectively, formed in a uniform 
thickness. More particularly, a variation in thickness of 
bumps can be substantially neglected. 
0075) Next, how to arrange the above slits is illustrated. 
FIGS.9 to 11 are, respectively, a plan view showing instances 
ofessential parts of wirings MXi, MX, MXk and MXm in the 
same given wiring layer which is an underlying layer of the 
pads PD5 to PD7. FIGS. 12 to 14 are, respectively, sectional 
views, taken along lines Y5-Y5, Y6-Y6 and Y7-7 at the wir 
ings MXi, MX, MXk and MXm of FIGS.9 to 11. The pads 
PD5 to PD7 are similar to the pads PD1 to PD3, and are not 
particularly illustrated. The wirings MXi, MX, MXk and 
MXm, respectively, indicate those wirings for signal or power 
Supply necessary for arrangement of an integrated circuit of a 
semiconductor chip. The materials and forming method of 
these wirings MXi, MX, MXk and MXm are similar to those 
of the wirings MXa and the like. As is particularly shown in 
FIGS. 10, 11, 13 and 14, a slit SL is formed in part of the 
wirings MXk and MXm, respectively. The slit or slits SL are 
formed by removing part of the wiring MXk and MXm. This 
permits the occupation rates of the underlying wirings within 
the pads PD6, PD7 to become equal to the occupation rate of 
the underlying wiring within the pad PD5 of FIG. 9. In this 
manner, the heights of the upper Surfaces of the underlying 
insulating film ISb within the regions of the pad PD5 to PD7 
can be made uniform as shown in FIGS. 12 to 14. In addition, 
the flatness at the upper portion of the underlying insulating 
film ISb within the pad PD5 to PD7 can be improved. The slit 
SL may be formed at the center of the wiring MXk as shown 
in FIG. 10, or may be formed as extending from the outer 
periphery of the wiring MXm toward the center as shown in 
FIG. 11. In this embodiment, the slit SL of FIGS. 10 and 11 is 
formed at a position of the space between adjacent wirings 
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MXi and MX of FIG. 9. This allows the underlying states of 
the pads PD5 to PD7 to become more uniform, thereby ensur 
ing a more uniform height and more improved flatness at the 
upper surface of the underlying insulating film ISb within the 
regions of the pads PD5 to PD7. 
(0076 FIGS. 15 and 16, respectively, show modifications 
of slit SL. FIG. 15 shows an instance wherein each slit SL is 
bent downwardly at a central side end of the wiring as viewed 
in FIG. 15. FIG. 16 shows an instance wherein a plurality of 
slits SL are formed in parallel to one another as extending in 
vertical directions (in a lengthwise direction of the pad PD6) 
of FIG. 16. FIGS. 17 to 19 are, respectively, plan views 
showing instances of essential parts of underlying wirings 
MXn, MXp, MXq, MXr and MXs in the same given wiring 
layer of pads PD8 to PD10. The pads PD8 to PD10 are similar 
to the pads PD1 to PD3, with their illustration being omitted. 
The wirings MXn, MXp, MXq, MXrand MXs indicate those 
wirings for signal or power Supply necessary for the arrange 
ment of an integrated circuit of a semiconductor chip, and the 
material and forming method thereof are similar to those of 
the wiring MXa and the like. In this embodiment, as shown in 
FIGS. 18 and 19, slit SL is formed by adaptation to a position 
of space between adjacent wirings of the wirings MXn, MXp 
and MXq of FIG. 17. In FIG. 19, the slit SL is formed in the 
form of a frame. It will be noted that the pads PD1 to PD10 
may be those pads for signal or power Supply necessary for 
arrangement of an integrated circuit of a semiconductor chip, 
or may be dummy pads which are not required for the 
arrangement of the integrated circuit, respectively. 
0077 According to this embodiment, the formation of a 
dummy wiring or slit permits the occupation rates of the 
underlying wirings of the pads disposed within all the regions 
of the pads in the main surface of the semiconductor chip to be 
made uniform for every wiring layer. FIG. 20 shows an 
instance of comparison between the technique tested by us 
(i.e. a non-improved technique) and the technique of this 
embodiment (i.e. an improved technique) with respect to the 
occupation rates of the underlying wirings within the regions 
of pads. With the non-improved technique, the respective 
wiring layers of first-layer wiring M1, second-layer wiring 
M2 and third-layer wiring M3 have variations in wiring area 
occupation rate within the respective regions of pads PD1 to 
PDn. Alternatively, there may be a portion where an active 
region exists or does not exists in the underlying layer of the 
respective pads PD1 to PDn. For these reasons, the underly 
ing layers of the pads PD1 to PDn are caused to be stepped, so 
that the heights of the pads PD1 to PDn vary from one another. 
In the course of the manufacture of semiconductor devices, an 
underlying insulating film of wirings is etched back and flat 
tened so as to conveniently carry out, for example, exposure 
or etching. From the standpoint of exposure or etching, good 
flatness is obtained at the upper Surface of the underlying 
insulating film. From the standpoint of the heights of the pads 
PD1 to PDn, there may be some case where even though such 
an etching-back treatment as mentioned above is effected, the 
heights of the pad PD1 to PDn greatly vary due to the varia 
tion of the wiring occupation area rate within the regions of 
the pads PD1 to PDn and also due to the presence or absence 
ofan active region. Since the pads PD1 to PDnare arranged in 
active regions, it is not possible to adopt a technique wherein 
a solid wiring is provided in the underlying layer of the 
respective pads PD1 to PDn in order to ensure the flatness at 
the upper Surface of the underlying insulating film. 
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0078. In contrast, according to this embodiment (after 
improvement), the respective wiring layers of the first-layer 
wiring M1, second-layer wiring M2 and third-layer wiring 
M3 are so designed as to have a uniform wiring area occupa 
tion rate within the regions of the pads PD1 to PDn. An active 
region is provided beneath all the pads PD1 to PDn. In this 
way, the underlying states of a plurality of pads within a main 
Surface of the semiconductor chip (within a main Surface of a 
wafer for the manufacturing process of a semiconductor 
device) can be made substantially uniform, under which the 
heights of the upper Surface of the plural pads can be made 
substantially uniform. Thus, the heights at the tops of the 
bumps (bump electrodes) bonded with the respective pads can 
be made substantially uniform. Because the respective pads 
can be improved in flatness at the upper surfaces thereof, the 
flatness at the tops of the thus bonded bumps can also be 
improved. Accordingly, it becomes possible to well connecta 
plurality of pads of a semiconductor chip and a plurality of 
wiringSofapackaging body for packaging the semiconductor 
chip via bumps without Suffering any inconvenience. It is 
preferred that the underlying wirings of the respective pads 
are so formed as to be equal to one another with respect to the 
shape, size, pattern arranging position and arranging pitch. 
Thus, the underlying states of a plurality of pads can be 
further improved and the plurality of pads are made more 
uniform with respect to the heights and flatness at the upper 
surfaces of the plurality of pads. Eventually, the height and 
flatness at the tops of the bumps bonded with the respective 
pads can be made more uniform. 
007.9 Thus, according to this embodiment, the underlying 
states of a plurality of pads are made uniform so as to make 
more uniform height and flatness at the tops of a plurality of 
pads. This effect is not lost if the uniformity is within a certain 
range of error with full uniformity being not ensured. Prefer 
ably, the occupation rate of wirings beneath the respective 
pads is within an error of about 10%, more preferably within 
an error of about 5%, within which the height and flatness at 
the upper Surfaces of the pads can be made substantially 
uniform. 

0080. In this embodiment, the underlying layers beneath 
the respective pads are indicated as first-layer wiring M1, 
second-layer wiring M2 and third-layer wiring M3, and the 
wiring occupation rates of the respective wiring layers should 
preferably be at 50% or over. This is for the reason that where 
a number of insulating films are provided below the respec 
tive pads, the upper Surface is recessed and steps are liable to 
develop. Nevertheless, if metal layers which are harder than 
an insulating film are formed largely in number, a variation of 
steps is reduced, with the likelihood that the height and flat 
ness at the upper Surface of the pads are made uniform. 
0081. Next, layout of the active regions is illustrated. 
FIGS.21 and 22, respectively, show a plan view of an instance 
of an essential part of an underlying semiconductor Substrate 
1S (hereinafter referred to simply as substrate) of pads PD11 
and PD12. FIGS. 23 and 24 are, respectively, sectional views, 
taken along lines Y8-Y8 and Y9-Y9 of FIGS. 21 and 22. In 
FIGS. 21 and 22, the drawings are, respectively, hatched at an 
isolation portion 2 for easy review. This isolation portion 2 is, 
for example, LOCOS (local oxidation of silicon) formed by 
oxidation of a substrate 1S or STI (shallow trench isolation) 
or the like formed by forming a groove in the substrate 1S and 
burying an insulating film in the groove, and is thus formed 
for dielectric isolation of individual active regions. The pad 
PD11 is a pad for signal or power Supply which is necessary 
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for constituting an integrated circuit of a semiconductor chip. 
An active region La, in which a given type of element is 
formed, is arranged below the pad PD11. On the other hand, 
pad PD12 is a dummy pad which is not required for arrange 
ment of an integrated circuit of a semiconductor chip. In these 
figures, there is shown an instance where the planar size of the 
dummy pad PD12 is larger than that of the pad PD11. An 
active region Lb is also arranged below the dummy pad PD12. 
This active region Lb is not provided so as to form a given type 
of element, but is used as an active region for dummy pad 
which is provided so that a plurality of pads of a semiconduc 
tor chip are made uniform at the upper surface level (i.e. the 
height of the tops of a plurality of bumps) as set forth here 
inabove. The provision of the active regions as the underlying 
layers of all the pads including the dummy pad PD12 renders 
it easy to make uniform flatness and height at the upper 
Surfaces of an underlying insulating film for all the pads. 
More particularly, the underlying State of a plurality of pads 
can be made more uniform and thus, the height and flatness of 
the upper Surfaces of a plurality of pads can be made more 
uniform. This leads to further uniform height and flatness at 
the tops of the bumps bonded with the respective pads. 
I0082 Next, a specific application of the semiconductor 
device according to this embodiment is described. FIG.25 is 
a plan view showing, as a whole, an instance of a semicon 
ductor chip 1C for constituting the semiconductor device of 
this embodiment. This semiconductor chip 1C has, for 
example, a Substrate 1S which is formed in an elongated, 
rectangular shape and also has, on a main surface thereof, a 
LCD drive circuit for driving a liquid crystal display (LCD). 
This LCD driver circuit has the function of supplying a volt 
age to individual pixels of a cell array of LCD to control the 
direction of liquid crystal molecules, and has a gate drive 
circuit 3., a source drive circuit 4, a liquid crystal drive circuit 
5, a graphic RAM (random access memory) 6 and a periph 
eral circuit 7. In the vicinity of the outer periphery of the 
semiconductor chip 1C, there are arranged the plural pads PD 
at given intervals along the outer periphery of the semicon 
ductor chips 1C. These plural pads PD are provided on the 
active region where elements and wirings of the semiconduc 
torchips are arranged. These plural pads PD includes pads for 
integrated circuit necessary for constituting an integrated cir 
cuit and dummy pads not necessary for the constituting an 
integrated circuit. The pads PD are arranged in a ZigZag form 
in the vicinity of one long side and two short of the semicon 
ductor chip 1C. The plural pads arranged in the ZigZag form 
are made mainly of those for gate output signal and source 
output signal. More particularly, the plural pads, which have 
been arranged in a ZigZag format the center of the longside of 
the semiconductor chip 1C are for source output signal, and 
the plural pads, which have been arranged in a ZigZag form 
along both short sides of the semiconductor chip 1C are for 
gate output signal. Such a ZigZag arrangement permits a large 
number of pads required for gate and Source output signals to 
be arranged while Suppressing the semiconductor chip 1C 
from increasing in size. More particularly, the chip size can be 
reduced, and the number of pads (pins) can be increased. A 
plurality of pads PDarranged in parallel to one another, not in 
a ZigZag form, in the vicinity of the other long side of the 
semiconductor chip 1C are those pads for digital or analog 
input signal. In the vicinity of the four corners of the semi 
conductor chip 1C, pads PD having a relatively large planar 
size are arranged. This relatively large-sized PD pad indicates 
a corner dummy pad. The relative small pad PD has a planar 
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size, for example, of about 35 umx50m. The planar size of 
the relatively large-sized pad PD (corner dummy pad) is, for 
example, at about 80 umx80 um. The pitch of the adjacent 
pitch is, for example, at about 30 um to 50 lum. The total 
number of the pads PD is, for example, at about 800. 
0083) Next, the state of the underlying layer of the pads PD 
in the semiconductor device according to this embodiment is 
described with reference to FIGS. 26 to 45. In these figures, a 
semiconductor device having a three-layered wiring structure 
is exemplified. FIGS. 26 to 31 are, respectively, a plan view 
showing an instance of an essential part of wiring Mw in a 
second wiring layer beneath pads PD13 to PD 18 (PD), and 
FIGS. 32 to 37 are, respectively, a plan view showing an 
instance of an essential part of a wiring M1 in a first wiring 
layer serving as an underlying layer of the same pads PD13 to 
PD18 as in FIGS. 26 to 31. FIGS. 38 to 43 are, respectively, a 
plan view of an instance of an essential part of a main Surface 
of a Substrate serving as an underlying layer of the same pads 
PD13 to PD18 as in FIGS. 26 to 31. FIG. 44 is a sectional 
view, taken along line Y10-Y10 of FIGS. 27.33 and 39, and 
FIG. 45 is a sectional view, taken along line Y11-Y-11 of 
FIGS. 29, 35 and 39. The pads PD12, PD14 are, for example, 
those pads PD for gate output signal. The pad PD13 indicates 
a pad provided at an outer side (i.e. at a side nearer to the outer 
periphery of the semiconductor chip 1C) among those pads 
arranged in the ZigZag form. The pad PD14 indicates a pad 
provided at an inner side (i.e. at a side nearer to the center of 
the semiconductor chip 1C) among those ZigZag pads. The 
pad PD15 is a pad PD, for example, for source output signal, 
and indicates an inner side pad among the ZigZag pads. The 
pad PD16 indicates, for example, a corner dummy pad. The 
pads PD17, PD18, respectively, indicate a pad PD for analog 
input signal, for example. It will be noted that although the 
pads PD13 to PD18 which are part of all the pads are indicated 
only for illustration, the embodiment of the invention can be 
applied to all the pads in practice. For easy review of the 
drawings, the first-layer wiring M1, the second-layer wiring 
M2 and the isolation portion 2 are depicted as being hatched. 
0084. The second-layer wirings M2 provided beneath the 
pads PD13 to PD18 are illustrated with reference to FIGS. 26 
to 31. The second-layer wirings M2 beneath the pads PD13 to 
PD18 are formed in the same way as or similar to the second 
layer wiring M2 of FIGS. 26, 27 and also of FIGS. 30,31 with 
respect, for example, to the shape, size and positional rela 
tionship of wiring pattern. Moreover, there is a region where 
although the second-layer wirings M2 provided beneath the 
pads PD differ from one another with respect to the shape, 
size and positional relationship of wiring pattern, a slit SL or 
a dummy wiring is formed so that the occupation rates (wiring 
occupation rates) of the second-layer wirings M2 within the 
region of a plurality of pads PD13 to PD18 are equal to one 
another. It will be noted that the second-layer wirings M2 
within the pad PD region may include, aside from the second 
layer wirings M2 necessary for constituting the integrated 
circuit of the semiconductor chip, second-layer wirings M2 
for dummy (which may include not only the cases where all 
the wirings serve for dummy and are in a floating condition, 
but also the cases where part of the wirings for integrated 
circuit is used as a dummy) which are provided from the 
standpoint of not requiring the constitution of the integrated 
circuit, but ensuring equal occupation rates within the pad 
region. 
0085 Next, the first-layer wirings serving as an underly 
ing layer of the pads PD13 to PD18 are illustrated with ref 
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erence to FIGS. 32 to 37. The first-layer wirings M1 beneath 
the pads PD13 to PD18 are formed in the same way as or 
similar to the first-layer wiring M1 of FIGS. 32.33 and also of 
FIGS. 36, 37 with respect, for example, to the shape, size and 
positional relationship of wiring pattern. Moreover, there is a 
region where although they differ from one another with 
respect to the shape, size and positional relationship of wiring 
pattern, a slit SL or a dummy wiring is formed so that the 
occupation rates (wiring occupation rates) of the first-layer 
wirings M1 within the region of a plurality of pads PD13 to 
PD18 are equal to one another. It will be noted that the 
first-layer wirings M1 within the pad PD region may include, 
aside from the first-layer wirings M1 necessary for constitut 
ing the integrated circuit of the semiconductor chip, first 
layer wirings M2 for dummy (which may include not only the 
cases where all the wirings serve for dummy and are in a 
floating condition, but also the cases where part of the wirings 
for integrated circuit is used as a dummy) which are provided 
from the standpoint of not requiring the constitution of the 
integrated circuit, but ensuring equal occupation rates within 
the pad region 
I0086. In this way, according to this embodiment, the occu 
pation rates of the wirings within the pad PD region are made 
uniform in every wiring layer (e.g. each of the first and second 
wiring layers herein) of all the wiring layers provided below 
the pads. Thus, the height at the upper surfaces of the plural 
pads PD within the main surface of the semiconductor chip 
1C can be made substantially uniform. This reflects on a 
substantially uniform level with respect to the height at the 
tops of the bumps bonded to the respective pads PD. Since the 
flatness over the upper surfaces of the respective pads PD can 
be improved, the flatness at the tops of the bumps bonded 
thereto can also be improved. This ensures good connection 
between the plural pads of the semiconductor chip 1C and a 
plurality of wirings of a packaging body for packaging the 
semiconductor chip 1C via bumps without inviting any incon 
Venience. 

0087 Next, the state of the main surface of the substrate 1S 
serving as an underlying layer of the pads PD13 to PD18 is 
illustrated with reference to FIGS. 38 to 43. In the embodi 
ment, active regions La, Lb are provided for the underlying 
layers of all the pads PD of the semiconductor chip 1C. The 
active region is one which is defined as the isolation portion 2 
for forming an element region in the main Surface of the 
substrate 18. Although provision of an active region below a 
dummy pad is not usually required, the active region Lb is 
provided below the dummy pads (i.e. the pad PD16, etc.) in 
order to make a uniform height at the upper Surfaces of the 
plural pads PD within the main surface of the semiconductor 
chip, or the height at the tops of the plural bumps. The 
arrangement the active regions as an underlying layer for all 
the pads including the dummy pads allows the flatness and 
height at the upper Surface of the underlying insulating film to 
be made uniform. More particularly, the state of the underly 
ing layers for the plural pads PD can be made more uniform, 
thus leading to more uniform height and flatness at the upper 
surfaces of the plural pads PD. This results in more uniform 
height and flatness at the tops of the bumps bonded to the 
respective pads PD. 
0088 Next, the sectional structure of the semiconductor 
device is illustrated with reference to FIGS. 44 and 45. The 
substrate 1S is made, for example, of a p-type silicon (Si) 
single crystal. The isolation portion 2 is formed at a device 
forming Surface of the main Surface to define the active region 
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La and the dummy active region Lb. The isolation portion 2 is 
made, for example, of a silicon oxide (SiO) film formed 
according to a LOCOS (local oxidation of silicon) technique. 
It will be noted that the isolation portion 2 may be formed as 
an isolation portion 2 of a groove type (SGI (shallow groove 
isolation) or STI (shallow trench isolation)). 
0089. The active region La surrounded with the isolation 
portion 2 of the Substrate is serving as an underlying layer of 
the pad PD14 shown in FIG. 44 is formed, for example, with 
a p-n junction diode D thereon. This p-n junction diode D is, 
for example, a protective diode for preventing electrostatic 
breakdown and is formed with a p-n junction between p-well 
PWL of the substrate 1S and an n-type semiconductor region 
8 formed thereabove. The substrate 1S has an insulating film 
151, made, for example, of a silicon oxide film, formed on the 
main surface thereof. A first-layer wiring M1 is further 
formed thereon. The first-layer wiring M1 is formed, for 
example, by depositing, in the order from a lower layer, 
titanium (Ti), titanium nitride (TiN), aluminium (or an alu 
minium alloy), and titanium nitride (TiN). The film of alu 
minium or an aluminium alloy is a main material for wiring 
and is formed as being thickest. The lower layers of titanium 
and titanium nitride relative to the main wiring material layer 
are kinds of functional films having the barrier function of 
Suppressing the aluminium from moving toward the Substrate 
is or, on the contrary, the silicon of the substrate 1S from 
moving toward the wiring side, the function of improving 
adhesion between the insulating film IS1 and the first-layer 
wiring M1, and the function of suppression or preventing the 
breaking failure of wirings owing to the electronic migration 
or stress migration. The upper layer of titanium nitride rela 
tive to the main wiring material layer is a functional film 
which has, aside from the above-mentioned functions, a func 
tion as an antireflecting film of Suppressing or preventing 
halation upon exposure. The first-layer wiring M1 is con 
nected with the n-type semiconductor region 8, i.e. the p-n 
junction diode D1, through a plurality of contact holes CNT 
of a circular form in plane form in the insulating film IS1. The 
first-layer wiring M1 is covered with an insulating film IS2 
made, for example, of a silicon oxide film. According to this 
embodiment, the insulating film IS2 within the plural pad 
regions has an upper Surface formed as uniform with respect 
to the height thereof. The insulating film IS2 within the plural 
pad regions has high flatness at the upper Surface thereof. This 
insulating film IS2 is formed thereon with a second-layer 
wiring M2. The material of the second-layer wiring M2 is 
same as that of the first-layer wiring M1. The second-layer 
wiring M2 is electrically connected with the first-layer wiring 
M1 through a plurality of through-holes TH1 of a circular 
form in plane formed in the insulating film 152. The second 
layer wiring M2 is covered with an insulating film IS2 made, 
for example, of a silicon oxide film. In this embodiment, the 
insulating film IS3 within the plural pad regions has an upper 
surface formed as uniform with respect to the height thereof. 
The insulating film IS3 within the plural pad regions has an 
upper surface whose flatness is high. The insulating film IS3 
is covered thereon with a third-layer wiring M3. The third 
layer wiring M3 is electrically connected with the second 
layer wiring M2 through a plurality of through-holes TH2 of 
a circular form in plane formed in the insulating film IS3. 
Moreover, the third-layer wiring M3 is covered substantially 
with an insulating film IS4 for surface protection except that 
part of the third-layer wiring M3 is exposed to from an open 
ing 9 of a rectangular form in plane formed at part of the 
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insulating film IS4. The portion of the third-layer wiring M3 
exposed from the opening 8 serves as a pad PD14 (PD). In this 
embodiment, the insulating films IS2, IS3 within the plural 
pad regions, respectively, have an upper Surface formed as 
uniform with respect to the height thereof. Thus, the height at 
the upper surface of the pad PD is formed as uniform. The 
insulating film IS4 for surface protection is made, for 
example, of a single film of a siliconoxide film, a built-up film 
having a structure wherein a silicon nitride film is Superposed 
on a silicon oxide film, or a built-up film having a structure 
whereina silicon nitride film and a polyimide film are built-up 
on a silicon nitride film in this order. The pad PD14 (PD) is 
bonded to a bump 11 via an underlying metal film 10 through 
the opening 9. The underlying metal film 10 has not only the 
function of improving the bonding between the bump 11 and 
the pad PD or the insulating film IS4, but also the barrier 
function of suppressing or preventing the metal element of the 
bump 11 from moving toward the third-layer wiring M3 or, on 
the contrary, the metal element of the third-layer wiring M3 
from moving toward the bump 11. The underlying metal film 
is made, for example, of a single film of a high melting metal 
such as titanium (Ti), titanium tungsten (TW) or the like, or a 
built-up film having a structure wherein a nickel (Ni) film and 
a gold (Au) film are built-up on a titanium film in this order. 
The planar size of the underlying metal film 10 is slightly 
larger than the opening 9 of the pad PD 14 (PD) and is 
substantially the same as that of the bump 11, and is, for 
example, at about 40 umx70 Lum. The bump 11 is made, for 
example, of gold (Au) and is formed, for example, by plating. 
For the material of the bump 11, a lead (Pb)-tin (Sn) solder 
may also be used, for example. 
0090. On the other hand, such an active region Lb as set 
out hereinabove is formed in the underlying substrate 1S of 
the dummy pad PD16 shown in FIG. 45. This active region Lb 
has no element formed therein. As a matter of course, a diode 
or other element may beformed, or a p-well oran n-well may 
be formed, like other pads. The second-layer M2 and the 
first-layer wiring M1, which are, respectively, an underlying 
layer of the dummy pad PF16, are electrically connected to 
each other through a plurality of through-holes TH11. Since 
the pad PD16 is a dummy pad, it is not necessary to electri 
cally connect the underlying layers of the second-layer wiring 
M2 and the first-layer wiring M1. Especially, with the first 
layer wiring M1, a plurality of through-holes TH1 are pro 
vided in the underlying layer of the pad PD16 so as to provide 
the same structure as with the underlying layers of other pads 
PD. This enables the upper surface of the dummy pad PF16 to 
have a height further close to the height at the upper surfaces 
of other pads PD. More particularly, the height at the top of 
the bump 11 bonded to the dummy pad PD16 can be made 
more closely to the height at the tops of the bumps 11 bonded 
to other pads PD. 
0091 Next, an example of a manufacturing procedure of 
the semiconductor device illustrated hereinabove is 
described. The isolation portion 2 is formed in the main 
surface of the substrate 1S constituting a wafer which is 
substantially circular in plane, for example, by a LOCOS 
technique, thereby forming the active regions La, Lb. There 
after, an element is formed in the active region La Surrounded 
by the isolation portion 2. No element is formed in the active 
region Lb below the dummy pad PD16. Subsequently, the 
insulating film IS1 is deposited over the main surface of the 
substrate 1S by a CVD (chemical vapor deposition) method, 
followed by forming contact holes CNT of a circular form in 
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plane at given portions of the insulating film IS1 according to 
photolithographic and dry etching techniques. Thereafter, a 
titanium nitride film, a titanium film, an aluminium film and 
a titanium nitride film are, for example, deposited on the 
insulating film IS1 in this order by a sputtering method or the 
like. The thus deposited metal film is subjected to patterning 
by photolithographic and dry etching techniques to form the 
first-layer wiring M1. Next, the insulating film IS2 is depos 
ited on the insulating film IS1 in a similar way, and the 
through-holes TH1 are formed in the insulating film IS2, 
followed by forming the second-layer wiring M2 on the insu 
lating film IS2, like the first-layer insulating M1. The insu 
lating film IS3 is likewise deposited over the insulating film 
IS2 and the through-holes TH2 are formed in the insulating 
film IS3, followed by forming the third-layer wiring M3 on 
the insulating film IS3, like the first-layer wiring M1. In order 
that the occupation rates of the respective wirings are made 
uniform as stated hereinbefore, these wiring layers are appro 
priately provided with the slits SL (not shown). For instance, 
after formation of the first-wiring layer M1, grooves are 
formed in the first wiring layer M1 by patterning with pho 
tolithographic and dry etching techniques. Thereafter, the 
insulating film IS2 is buried in the grooves by the step of 
depositing the insulting film IS2 to form the slits SL. In case 
where the slit SL is, respectively, formed in other wiring 
layers including the second wiring layer M2 and the third 
wiring layer M3, a similar procedure can be used. Thereafter, 
after deposition of the insulating film IS4 for surface protec 
tion on the insulating film 153, the opening 9 is formed in the 
insulating film IS4 so that part of the third-layer wiring is 
exposed, thereby forming the pad PD. Next, a single film of a 
high melting metal film Such as, for example, titanium, tita 
nium tungsten or the like, or a conductive film of a built-up 
film having structure wherein a nickel film and a gold film are 
built up on a titanium film in this order is deposited by a 
sputtering method or the like, followed by forming a photo 
resist pattern in Such a way as to expose a bump-forming 
region and cover the other regions therewith. The bump 11 
made, for example, of gold is formed by plating or the like, 
followed by removing the photoresist pattern and further the 
underlying conductive film by etching, thereby forming the 
underlying metal film 10. In this manner, a semiconductor 
device having the bumps 11 on the respective pads is fabri 
cated. In the course of such fabrication of the semiconductor 
device, the upper surfaces of the insulating films IS1 to IS3 
are flattened according to an etchback method for a chemical 
mechanical polishing (CMP) method, thereby permitting the 
upper surface levels of a plurality of pads Pd within the main 
surface of the semiconductor chip 1C, i.e. the top levels of the 
bumps, to be made more uniform. Additionally, the flatness at 
the upper surfaces of the respective pads PD can be improved. 
In case where the etchback method is adopted, for example, 
the insulating film IS1 is deposited and its upper Surface is 
etched back. Thereafter, the insulating film IS2 is deposited 
thereon, with its upper surface being further etched back. In 
this way, it is preferred that etching back is performed on each 
of the insulating films IS1 to IS3 by an anisotropic dry etching 
technique. On the other hand, where the CMP method is 
adopted, good results are obtained by performing CMP only 
on the upper surface of the underlying insulating film IS3 
alone where the pad PD is formed, although each of the 
insulating films IS1 to IS3 may be subjected to CMP. More 
particularly, the uniformity of the height or level at the top of 
the bumps 11 can be enhanced by subjecting the respective 
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insulating films IS1 to IS3 to etching-back or CMP, or by 
subjecting the insulating film IS3 alone to CMP at the upper 
surface thereof. 

0092 Next, FIG. 46 shows occupation rates of individual 
wiring layers below the pads PD of the semiconductor device 
of this embodiment shown in FIG. 25. FIG. 47 is a bar graph 
showing the occupation rates of the first-layer wiring of FIG. 
46. FIG. 48 is a bar graph showing the occupation rates of the 
second-layer wiring of FIG. 46. The occupation rates of the 
wirings below the pads PD for the respective wiring layers are 
so controlled as to be substantially equal to one another. The 
variation (4O) of the height at the tops of the bumps 11 within 
a main surface of the semiconductor chip prior to an improve 
ment made by the invention or in prior art, is, for example, at 
about 1.5 um on lot average. In contrast, according to this 
embodiment, the variation (4O) of the height at the tops of the 
bumps 11 within a main surface of the semiconductor chip is, 
for example, at about 0.85um on lot average, so that we could 
meet our requirement of 4O<1.0 Lum. The peak-to-valley dif 
ference (i.e. a difference between the highest and the lowest 
levels) of the pads PD within the main surface of the semi 
conductor chip 1C has been found to be, for example, at 0.3 
um. Likewise, the peak-to-valley difference of the bumps 
within the main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C has 
been found to be, for example, at 3.0 Lum. According to our 
studies, it is preferred that the variation of the area occupation 
rate of wirings below the pads PD is within 10%, more pref 
erably within 5%. In this time, variation in the occupation rate 
of wirings below the pads PD is about 3%. It is also preferred 
that the area occupation rate of wirings below the pads PD is 
50% or over. When the above-Stated CMP treatment is carried 
out, the variation (4O) of the height at the tops of the bumps 
within the main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C is, for 
example, at 0.78 um on lot average, and 
the peak-to-valley difference of the bumps 11 is, for example, 
at 2.3 Lum. It will be noted that the value of 4o means a value 
showing a variation of the bump height or level which is 
obtained by calculating through statistic processing of bump 
heights at several to several tens of portions (e.g. 60 portions) 
within the main surface of the semiconductor chip. The bump 
height used herein means a distance from a given reference 
position to the top of the bump 11. The given reference posi 
tion used herein is determined as an upper Surface of the 
insulating film IS4 for Surface protection, and may be deter 
mined at the main surface of the substrate IS. 

0093. Next, an instance of LCD assembling the semicon 
ductor device of the embodiment is described. FIG. 49 is a 
plan view of an essential part of LCD 14, FIG.50 is a sectional 
view of the essential part of FIG. 49, FIG. 51 is an enlarged, 
sectional view of the essential Part of FIG.50, and FIG. 52 is 
an enlarged, sectional view of FIG. 51. LCD 15 has a liquid 
crystal panel, a semiconductor chip 1C for LCD drive, and a 
backlight. The liquid crystal panel 16 has two glass Substrates 
16a, 16b of a rectangular form in plane, a seal member 16c 
provided between the two glass substrates 16a, 16b at the 
peripheral portions thereof, a liquid crystal material 16d 
sealed between the two glass substrates 16a, 16b, and a polar 
izer plate attached at the back side of the front surface of the 
liquid crystal panel 16. LCD 15 includes an active type using 
a thin film transistor (TFT) and a passive type using a simple 
matrix liquid crystal (super twisted nematic). With the active 
type, an array of pixels which indicate a minimum unit for 
displaying a letter or picture on a screen, and wirings 17. Such 
as a gate wiring and a source wiring, for driving the pixels are 
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formed. In this case, each of a plurality of pixels has TFT and 
a capacitor. With the active type, a color filter is formed at the 
glass Substrate 16b. In this case, alkali-free glass is used, for 
example, as a material of the glass substrates 16a, 16b. On the 
other hand, with passive type, the glass substrates 16a, 16b 
are, respectively, formed thereon with wirings 17 extending 
along mutually intersecting directions. A phase difference 
plate is provides, aside from the polarizer plate. In this case, 
Soda lime or low alkali glass is used, for example, as a mate 
rial for the glass substrates 16a, 16b. With either the active 
type or the passive type, a transparent conductive film (ITO: 
indium tin oxide film) made of indium and tin oxides is used, 
for example, as the wiring 17. In either case, the semiconduc 
tor chip 1C is connected to the glass substrate 16a, for 
example, through an anisotropic conductive film (ACF) 18 in 
such a state that the surface (i.e. the surface on which the 
wirings 17 are formed) on which the bumps 11 are formed is 
directed toward the main surface of the glass substrate 16a 
(i.e. COG: chip on glass). The anisotropic conductive film 18 
is made of an electric connection material, which is made, for 
example, by dispersing or orienting conductive particles 18b, 
Such as carbon black, nickel fine particles or ball solder, in an 
insulating bonding agent made of a thermosetting resin Such 
as an epoxy resin. The bumps 11 of the semiconductor chip 
1C and the wirings 17 of the glass substrate 16a are electri 
cally connected with one another by means of the conductive 
particles 18b interposed therebetween in a crushed condition. 
An anisotropic conductive paste (ACP) may be used in place 
of the ACF. The wirings at the outer periphery of the glass 
substrate 16a is electrically connected with a printed board 20 
through a flexible substrate 19. The flexible substrate 19 
includes a substrate body 19a made, for example, of a poly 
imide resin or the like and a wiring 19b bonded to the surface 
of the body and mainly composed of copper (Cu). The wiring 
19b of the flexible substrate 19 is electrically connected to the 
wiring 17 of the glass substrate 16a at one end thereof through 
the anisotropic conductive film 18 in the same manner as with 
the semiconductor chip 1C.. On the other hand, the other end 
of the wiring 19b is electrically connected to the wiring of the 
printed board 20 by means of a solder 21 or the like. The 
printed board 20 mounts thereon a semiconductor chip for 
control circuit for controlling the operation of a LCD driver 
circuit of the semiconductor chip 1C, or the like electronic 
parts. 

0094. The semiconductor chip 1C is packaged on the glass 
substrate 16a in the following way. Initially, the anisotropic 
conductive film 18 is attached to the glass substrate 16a, after 
which the bump11-forming surface of the semiconductor 
chip 1C is placed in face-to-face relation with the glass sub 
strate 16a and the bumps 11 are placed in registration with 
corresponding wirings 17. Subsequently, the bump 11 of the 
semiconductor chip 1C is pressed against the wiring 17 
through the anisotropic conductive film 18 at a given com 
pression pressure, followed by keeping heating conditions for 
several tens of seconds to integrally connect a plurality of 
bumps 11 and a plurality of wirings 17 under compressed 
conditions. In the course of the heating and compressing 
steps, a bonding agentis melted and caused to flow, so that the 
space between the semiconductor chip 1C and the glass Sub 
strate 16a is filled therewith thereby sealing the semiconduc 
tor chip 1C. The conductive particles 18b in the anisotropic 
conductive film 18 are captured between the bump 11 and the 
wiring 17, and the bump 11 and the wiring 17 are electrically 
connected through the thus captured conductive particles. In 
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place of the connection using Such ACF (or ACP), a connec 
tion procedure using NCP (non-conductive paste) may be 
adopted. The NCP connection is one using an insulating paste 
(insulating bonding agent) wherein a conductive particle-free 
connection structure of the ACP connection is provided. With 
the NCP connection, the packaging procedure perse of the 
semiconductor chip 1C is performed in the same way as with 
the case using the ACF or ACP. In NCP, the bumps 11 and the 
wirings 17 are, respectively, connected through direct pres 
Sure contact or compression without connection through con 
ductive particles as in ACP thereby fixing with an insulating 
bonding agent under pressure contact conditions. In the ACF. 
ACP or NCP, the variation in height and the surface flatness of 
the bumps 11 are an important factor for obtaining stability of 
bonding between the bumps 1 and the wirings 17 because the 
compression force and heating temperature at the time of 
packaging are lower than those of a system where the melting 
of the bumps 11 are utilized. Accordingly, the use of the 
embodiment of this invention wherein the heights of the 
bumps 11 within the main surface of the semiconductor chip 
1C can be made uniform and high surface flatness of the 
bumps 11 can be obtained is effective in ensuring good con 
nection between the plural bumps 11 and the plural wirings 17 
within the main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C.. Espe 
cially, in NCP since any conductive particles do not intervene 
between the bumps 11 and the wirings 17, the variation in 
height and the flatness of the bumps 11 act greatly on the 
stability of bonding between the bumps 11 and the wirings 17, 
so that the use of this embodiment is more effective in good 
connection between the plural bumps 11 and the plural wir 
ings 17. Accordingly, according to the embodiment, the per 
cent assembling defective upon packaging the semiconductor 
chip 1C in LCD 15 can be reduced. 

Embodiment 2 

0095. In this embodiment, the case of application, for 
example, to TCP (tape carrier package) is described. FIG. 54 
is an enlarged, sectional view of an essential part at an inner 
lead Side of TCP of FIG. 53. 
0096. TCP has a base tape (packaging or mounting body) 
25, a plurality of leads formed on the surface thereof, a semi 
conductor chip 1C connected to the tips of inner leads 26a of 
the leads 26 through the bumps 11, a sealing portion 27 for 
sealing the semiconductor chip 1C, the inner leads 26a and 
the like, a solder resist 28 covering part of the leads 26 on the 
surface of the base tape 25. The base tape 25 is made, for 
example, of a polyimide resin or the like. The leads 26 are 
each made, for example, of all alloy of copper (Cu) and tin 
(Sn), with its surface being plated with a solder (Pb Sn) or 
gold (Au). The inner leads 26a of the leads 26 covered with 
the sealing portion 27 and outer leads 26b exposed from the 
sealing portion 27 are integrally, formed. The sealing portion 
27 is made, for example of an epoxy resin. 
0097. For packaging the semiconductor chip 1C on the 
base tape 25, the following procedure is carried out. Initially, 
the main surface (i.e. the surface on which a plurality of 
bumps 11 are formed) of the semiconductor chip 1C is faced 
up and placed on a bonding stage, after which the bumps 
within the main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C and the 
inner leads of the base tape 25 are registered, respectively. 
Subsequently, the plural inner leads 26a are pressed against 
the plural bumps 11 by means of a bonding tool heated to a 
given temperature, thereby permitting the plural inner leads 
26a and the plural bumps 11 are bonded under compression in 
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block. If a solder is plated on the surface of the inner leads 
26a, the inner leads 26a and the bumps 11 are bonded through 
a gold-tin eutectic alloy. If the inner leads 26a are plated with 
gold on the surface thereof, the inner leads 26a and the bumps 
11 are bonded through gold-gold bonding. 
0098 Next, FIG.55 is a sectional view of an essential part 
of TCP of FIG. 53 packaged with LCD 15. One of long-side 
leads 26 (outer lead 26b) of TCP is electrically connected to 
the wiring 17 of the LCD 15 through the anisotropic conduc 
tive film 18 in the same manner as set out above. The other 
long-side lead 26 of TCP (outer lead 26b) is electrically 
connected to the wiring 29 of the printed board 20 by means 
of a solder 21. The anisotropic conductive film 18 may be 
used in place of the solder 21. 
0099. In this embodiment, the plural bumps within the 
main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C become uniform 
with respect to the height thereof. Because the bumps 11 have 
high Surface flatness, so that good connection between the 
plural bumps 11 of the semiconductor chip 1C and the plural 
inner leads 26a of TCP is ensured. Thus, according to this 
embodiment, an assembling defective percent can be reduced 
when the semiconductor chip 1C is packaged on a tape car 
1. 

Embodiment 3 

0100. In this embodiment, application, for example, to 
COF (chip on film) is described. 
0101 FIG. 56 is a sectional view of an essential part of a 
semiconductor device of this embodiment packaged on LCD 
15 by COF. A plurality of wirings 19b of a flexible substrate 
(packaging body) 19 are electrically connected with wirings 
17 of LCD 15 through the anisotropic conductive film in the 
same manner as set forth hereinbefore. The wirings 19b of the 
flexible substrate 19 are electrically connected to the semi 
conductor chip 1C through the bumps 11. Moreover, the 
wirings 19b are also electrically connected with other type of 
electronic part 30 through a solder bump 31. The electronic 
part 30 has a control circuit or the like for controlling the 
operation of the semiconductor chip 1C. The method of pack 
aging the semiconductor chip 1C on a flexible substrate 19 is 
carried out in the same manner as in the foregoing Embodi 
ment 1. 

0102. In this embodiment, the plural bumps 11 within the 
main Surface of the semiconductor chip 1C is made uniform 
with respect to the height thereof. The respective bumps 11 
have high Surface flatness, so that good connection between 
the plural bumps 11 of the semiconductor chip 1C and the 
plural wirings 19b of the flexible substrate 19 is ensured. 
Thus, according to this embodiment, when the semiconductor 
chip 1C is packaged on the flexible substrate 19, the assem 
bling defective percent can be reduced. 

Embodiment 4 

0103) In this embodiment, application, for example, to 
BGA (ball grid array) is illustrated. FIG.57 is a sectional view 
of a TTF (tape-type thin fine-pitch)/BGA (CSP: chip size 
package), for example, of a fan-out type. A lead 26 on a base 
tape 25 is electrically connected to a semiconductor chip 1C 
through a bump 11. In this case, the semiconductor chip 1C is 
formed thereon, in place of the afore-mentioned LCD driver 
circuit, with a multipin circuit including a logic circuit Such 
as, for example, a microprocessor or the like, or ASIC (appli 
cation specific IC) Such as a cell base IC or a gate array. All or 
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part of pads PD is arranged in an active region in the same 
manner as in the foregoing Embodiment 1. The lead 26 is 
electrically connected to solder balls 32 at an outer peripheral 
side of the semiconductor chip 1C. This solder ball is con 
nected to a solder resist 28 on the base tape 25 through an 
opening. In order to ensure the flatness of the solder balls, the 
base tape 25 is attached with stiffeners 33 by means of an 
adhesive 34 at the back side thereof. The stiffener 33 is made 
mainly of copper, for example, and a material for the stiffener 
is so selected that a difference in coefficient of thermal expan 
sion relative to a packaging Substrate becomes Small, which in 
turn reflects on a small stress on the solder balls after pack 
aging on the packaging Substrate. The stress caused by the 
difference in thermal expansion between the semiconductor 
chip 1C and the packaging Substrate is alleviated by means of 
the base tape 25. Accordingly, an underfill after packaging is 
unnecessary. 
0104. In this embodiment, the plural bumps 11 within the 
main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C become uniform 
with respect to the height thereof. The surface flatness of the 
respective bumps 11 is high, so that good connection between 
the plural bumps of the semiconductor chip 1C and the plural 
leads 26 of the base tape 25 is ensured. Thus, according to this 
embodiment, the assembling defective percent can be 
reduced. 

Embodiment 5 

0105. In this embodiment, another application, for 
example, to BGA (ball grid array) is illustrated. FIG. 58 is a 
plan view of a TTF/BGA (CSP), for example, of a Fan-In 
type, FIG. 59 is a sectional view, taken along line X1-X1 of 
FIG. 58, and FIG. 60 is an, enlarged sectional view of an 
essential part of FIGS.58 and 59. It will be noted that in FIG. 
60, IS indicates an insulating film. 
0106. In this embodiment, a memory circuit such as 
DRAM (dynamic random access memory) or the like is 
formed in the main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C in 
place of the afore-mentioned LCD driver circuit. Pads PD are 
arranged along vertical direction of FIG. 58 at the center of 
the semiconductor chip 1C (i.e. a so-called center pad sys 
tem), and elements and wirings constituting the peripheral 
circuits of DRAM are disposed within the active region. An 
elastomer (i.e. a resin having elasticity) 35 is bonded on the 
main Surface (except for pad-forming region) of the semicon 
ductor chip 1C by means of an adhesive 36. The base tape 25 
is bonded to the elastomer 35. The solder balls 32 are electri 
cally connected to the leads through through-holes formed in 
the base tape 25, respectively. This solder ball 32 has such a 
structure as to be provided only below the main surface of the 
semiconductor chip 1C. Such intervention of the elastomer 
between the main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C and 
the base tape 25 enables one to suppress thermal stress at the 
foot of the solder ball 32 in case where an inexpensive glass 
epoxy Substrate is sued as a packaging Substrate. The lead 26 
is connected with the pad PD in a condition deflected sub 
stantially in S or sigmoidal form. This permits the stress 
concentrated at the connection between the lead 26 and the 
pad PD to be mitigated. The tip of the lead 26 is plated, for 
example, with gold (Au). The tip of the lead 26 is directly 
bonded with the pad PD without a bump. The lead 26 and the 
pad PD are sealed with a sealing portion 27. In this case, any 
underfill is not necessary after packaging. 
0107. In this embodiment, the plural pads PD within the 
main surface of the semiconductor chip 1C are uniform with 
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respect to the height thereof. Because he respective pads PD 
have high Surface flatness, good connection between the plu 
ral pads PD of the semiconductor chip 1C and the plural leads 
26 of the base tape 25 is ensured. Thus, according to this 
embodiment, the assembling defective percent of the semi 
conductor device can be reduced. 
0108. The invention has been particularly described based 
on the embodiments made by us, and should not be construed 
as limiting these embodiments. Many changes and modifica 
tions may be possible without departing from the spirit of the 
invention. 
0109 For instance, although the occupation rates of wir 
ings within pad regions for all the wiring layers below the 
pads of the semiconductor device are made substantially 
equal to one another in the foregoing embodiments, the occu 
pation rates of wirings within pad regions for part of wiring 
layers may be made equal to one another. 
0110. In the foregoing embodiments, a semiconductor 
device having a three-layered wiring structure has been illus 
trated, and the invention should not be construed as limiting to 
Such a device but may be applied to a semiconductor device 
having a double-layered wiring structure or a wiring layer 
having a three or more layers structure. 
0111. Moreover, illustration has been made in the forego 
ing embodiments with respect to the type of semiconductor 
wherein bumps are bonded to electrode pads of a semicon 
ductor chip prior to packaging with a packaging body, to 
which the invention should not be construed as limiting. For 
instance, the invention is applicable to a system of the type 
wherein at the time when bumps are bonded to the wiring side 
(e.g. the tips of the leads of the base tape) of a packaging body 
without bonding to electrode pads of a semiconductor chip 
prior to packaging with a packaging body and the semicon 
ductor chip is packaged with the packaging body, the elec 
trode pads of the semiconductor chip and the wirings of the 
packaging body are bonded via bumps. In this case, like the 
foregoing embodiments, the plural electrodes at the semicon 
ductor chip side are uniform with respect to the height 
thereof, so that good connection between the plural electrode 
pads of the semiconductor chip and the wirings of the pack 
aging body are ensured without Suffering any inconvenience. 
0112. In the foregoing, the invention made by us has been 
illustrated with regard to the cases where the invention is 
applied to LCD driver circuits, microprocessors and DRAM, 
which are in the field of utility as viewing from the back 
ground of the invention. The invention is not limited to these 
cases, but is applicable, for example, to semiconductor 
devices having a memory circuit such as SRAM (static ran 
dom access memory), flash memory (EEPROM: electric 
erasable programmable read only memory) or the like, and 
also to semiconductor devices of a mixed loading type 
wherein a memory circuit and a logic circuit are provided on 
one substrate. 
0113. The effects obtained by typical embodiments of the 
invention are briefly summarized below 
0114. The wiring occupation rates of the respective wiring 
layers below plurality of electrode pads are made uniform, so 
that the levels or heights at the upper surfaces of a plurality of 
electrode pads within a main Surface of a semiconductor chip 
can be made substantially uniform. Moreover, the shapes, 
sizes or intervals of the respective wiring layers below the 
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electrode pads are made similar to one another, the uniformity 
in height at the upper Surfaces of the electrode pads can be 
enhanced. 
0115 Active regions are arranged as an underlying layer 
of all the electrode pads including electrode pads for dummy, 
so that the flatness and height at the upper Surfaces underlying 
insulating films of all the electrode pads can be made uniform. 
0116. In other words, underlying structures for a plurality 
of electrode pads arranged within regions of the main Surface 
of the semiconductor chip where elements or wirings are 
arranged are made uniform, under which the height of the 
plural electrode pads within the main Surface of the semicon 
ductor chip can be made substantially uniform. 
0117 Because bonding failure can be reduced between the 
electrode pads of the semiconductor chip and the wiring of a 
packaging body for packaging the semiconductor chip, an 
assembling defective percent can be reduced when the semi 
conductor chip 1C is packaged. 
0118. The greatest effect obtained by the invention is as 
follows. 
0119 Heights of plural electrode pads within a main sur 
face of a semiconductor chip can be made uniform. 

1-40. (canceled) 
41. A method of manufacturing a semiconductor device 

comprising the steps of 
(a) forming active regions on a main Surface of a semicon 

ductor substrate; 
(b) after step (a) forming a first insulating film over the 

main Surface of the semiconductor Substrate; 
(c) forming a first conductive film over the first insulating 

film; 
(d) forming wiring layers by patterning the first conductive 

film; 
(e) after step (d) forming a second insulating film over the 

main Surface of the semiconductor Substrate; 
(f) forming a second conductive film over the second insu 

lating film; 
(g) forming first and second pads by patterning the second 

conductive film, the second pad being a dummy pattern; 
(h) after step (g) forming a third insulating film over the 

main surface of the semiconductor substrate, the third 
insulating film having a first opening over the first pad 
and a second opening over the second pad; and 

(i) forming a first bump electrode over the third insulating 
film so as to be electrically connected to the first pad via 
the first opening and a second bump electrode over the 
third insulating film so as to be electrically connected to 
the second pad via the second opening. 

42. A method of manufacturing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 41, 

wherein an internal circuit for driving a liquid crystal dis 
play is formed over the main Surface of the semiconduc 
tor substrate. 

43. A method of manufacturing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 42, 

wherein the second pad is not electrically connected to the 
internal circuit. 

44. A method of manufacturing a semiconductor device 
according to claim 41, 

wherein each of the first and second insulating films is 
planarized by chemical mechanical polishing. 
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